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ABSTRACT

Perceivers’ ability to correctly identify the internal states of social targets – known as “empathic accuracy” (EA) – is critical to social interactions, but little work has examined the specific types of information that support EA. In the current study, social targets varying in trait emotional expressivity were videotaped while discussing emotional autobiographical events. Perceivers watched these videos and inferred targets’ affect while having access to only visual or auditory information, or both. EA was assessed as the correlation of perceivers’ inference and targets’ self-ratings. Results suggest that auditory, and especially verbal information, is critical to EA. Furthermore, targets’ expressivity predicted both target behavior and EA, an effect influenced by the valence of the events they discussed. Specifically, expressive targets produced more nonverbal negative cues, and higher levels of EA when perceivers could only see them discussing negative events; expressive targets also produced more positive verbal cues, and higher levels of EA when perceivers could only hear them discussing positive events. These results are discussed in relation to social display rules and clinical disorders involving social deficits.
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Empathy – understanding and responding to the emotional and mental states of others – is central to human social life, and impairments in empathy, such as those seen in autism and psychopathy, result in severe deficits in social function (Blair, 2005). Given its importance, empathy has become the focus of a growing amount of research, and various theories about the mechanisms underlying empathic abilities have been put forth (Davis, 1994, Chapters 1 & 2; Decety & Jackson, 2004; Keysers & Gazzola, 2006, 2007; Preston & de Waal, 2002). Current theories recognize that empathy subsumes related but independent subcomponents, including sharing the affect of others, feeling concern over the well being of others, and being able to accurately judge the thoughts and feelings of others; the last of these is known as empathic accuracy (EA, see Ickes, 1997; Ickes, Stinson, Bissonnette, & Garcia, 1990; Levenson & Ruef, 1992). EA is commonly operationalized as the correspondence between the thoughts and feelings social targets report experiencing, and the thoughts and feelings that perceivers infer from targets’ behavior (Ickes et al., 1990; Levenson & Ruef, 1992).

Early work on EA focused was aimed primarily at identifying the dispositions of “accurate perceivers” (Dymond, 1949; Taft, 1955), but this effort failed to identify dispositions that could consistently predict EA (Ickes et al., 2000). More recent work suggests that EA is critically interpersonal, and may depend more on the dispositions of targets than on those of perceivers, as suggested by studies finding that EA depends on the extent to which targets express their emotions (Flury, Ickes, & Schweinle, in press; Zaki, Bolger, & Ochsner, 2008).
Focusing on targets as central to accuracy raises new questions about EA: namely, what types of informational cues (i.e. facial expressions or semantic information) do targets produce that lead to EA in general, and how do production of such cues relate to or explain the increased emotional “readability” of emotionally expressive targets? While such questions could help clarify the interpersonal sources of EA, they have as of yet not been explored. The current study sought to address this gap in knowledge by exploring the informational bases of EA in greater detail than previous work,

*Contributions of visual, auditory, and semantic information to EA*

One major question we wished to address was the extent to which EA generally depends on visual, auditory, and semantic information. The variety of informational cues that targets produce in different situations is underscored by considering the difference between witnessing the emotions of a grimacing child as compared to those of a friend whose facial expression and prosody are neutral as she tells you she has failed an important exam. In the first case, a perceiver has access to clearly affective visual cues. In second case, that perceiver has access to detailed semantic knowledge about the target (i.e. how salient the exam was to her) and can use this knowledge to make “top-down,” rule-based inferences about the targets’ affect (i.e. “people who fail important exams tend to feel bad”). Some research suggests that verbal and nonverbal cues to emotion may be processed by separable neural systems (Keysers & Gazzola, 2007; Uddin, Iacoboni, Lange, & Keenan, 2007), and may independently inform judgments about target emotions (Carroll
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& Russell, 1996). Exactly how and when different types of cues combine to support empathically accurate judgments, however, is not yet clear.

Prior work suggests that several types of information provided by targets play important, independent roles in providing the informational basis for EA. One type of information is the words targets use. Two previous studies (Gesn & Ickes, 1999; Hall & Schmid Mast, 2007) have explored the effects of informational “channels” on EA by having perceivers infer the internal states of targets either while having access to both auditory and visual information, or under conditions where only some types of information (i.e. silent video, written transcripts of target speech) were available. These studies found that verbal information alone produced EA levels similar to those observed when both verbal and visual information were available, suggesting that verbal information is the primary source of EA. Notably, neither study examined the specific verbal content (e.g. the use of specific types of emotion language) that predicted increases in EA.

Although intriguing, the interpretability of these findings may be limited by methodological concerns. Regardless of the channel of information available to them (e.g. visual only or transcript only) perceivers in these studies were instructed to provide written descriptions of what they believed targets were thinking or feeling. These descriptions were then compared to targets’ own written descriptions of their internal states to produce a measure of EA. Since the measure of EA in these studies depends on producing a verbal description of target states, it may be unsurprising that verbal information was most valuable to perceivers in identifying those thoughts. It remains unclear whether verbal content would prove as important in circumstances where EA is not measured verbally.
A second type of cue that predicts EA is nonverbal affective behavior, such as emotional facial expressions or other nonverbal (e.g. postural, prosodic) cues. The importance of nonverbal behavior has been highlighted by studies that do not ask for written descriptions of targets’ thoughts and feelings, but instead ask perceivers to make decisions about social relationships between targets (such as deciding, based on a conversation, which of two targets is in a position of authority over the other). Whereas some of these studies have found that accuracy about these scenarios was better predicted by visual than auditory cues (i.e. Archer & Akert, 1977), others have found that each type of information produces roughly equal levels of accuracy (Archer & Akert, 1980). Although the precise nature of the behaviors driving accuracy in these studies has not been identified, this work presents a counter-argument to the primacy of verbal cues in predicting EA.

To examine the relative contribution of different informational channels to EA, the present study compared EA for perceivers with access to only video, only sound, and both video and sound from clips recorded by targets. Following the work reviewed above, we predicted that auditory, and specifically semantic information would produce higher levels of EA than visual information (Hypothesis 1). Unlike that work, however, we calculated EA not from qualitative written reports that might be biased towards identifying verbal information as critical, but from the correlation between a perceiver’s judgments about target affect and the reports that targets themselves made of what they were feeling (Gesen & Ickes, 1999; Hall & Schmid Mast, 2007). Thus, the present study examined whether verbal information predicts EA even when a quantitative measure of EA is employed.
Target expressivity and production of affective cues

The second main questions we wished to address here concerned the means through which expressive targets become more emotionally “readable” to perceivers than less expressive targets. Prior work has demonstrated that targets’ emotional expressivity predicts perceivers’ levels of EA for those targets (Zaki et al., 2008). The preceding review suggests that this effect may occur if expressive targets produce more informational cues about their affect, for example by producing more intense and frequent affective facial expressions or using more affective language, which could help perceivers understand those targets’ affect. The types of cues targets provide, and the relationship of production of specific affective cues to individual differences in expressivity, however, has not been explored. The current study examined the types of affect cues that targets provided by separately coding targets’ non-verbal behavior (such as facial expressions) and the semantic content of their speech, allowing us to examine the relationship between expressivity and the production of specific affective cues.

The effect of valence on production of affective cues:

Related to the overall relationship between expressivity and production of affective cues, there is reason to believe that the types of cues expressive individuals produce may vary across features of situations, such as whether they are experiencing negative or positive affect. For example, one study used individual differences in expressivity to predict the correspondence between affect experienced by targets watching emotional films and the amount of visual affective cues (i.e. smiling, crying) they produced. Interestingly,
expressivity predicted a relationship between affect and visual affect cues during negative, but not positive, films (Gross, John, & Richards, 2000).

Why would expressive people translate their experience into emotional behavior in this valence-asymmetric way? Gross et al. (2000) suggested that this dissociation results from the effects of social display rules: the ways individuals in many cultures are socialized to express more positive than negative affect (Ekman & Friesen, 1969). Thus, in social situations people often inhibit negative affective displays, smiling more and frowning less than when alone, even during negative situations (Jakobs, Manstead, & Fischer, 2001). The motivations to positively slant affective displays are numerous: observers judge smiling targets as affiliative and competent (Harker & Keltner, 2001; Knutson, 1996) and displays of positive affect predict adaptive personal outcomes, such as greater psychological adjustment after bereavement (Papa & Bonnano, 2008). As a result, positive displays are common and may not be diagnostic of targets’ internal states. Indeed, people often smile to be polite, or to obscure their negative feelings (Ansfield, 2007; Hecht & LaFrance, 1998). Importantly, an individual’s expressivity may affect their adherence to social display rules. Emotionally expressive people are less likely to report suppressing negative affect, and have been shown to display more negative affect in social situations (King & Emmons, 1990). By contrast, social display rules may motivate targets at all levels of expressivity to display positive visual cues (such as smiling).

Unlike previous studies, perceivers in the current study inferred emotion from several targets varying in their levels of self-reported emotional expressivity. We also asked targets to discuss both positive and negative content while being videotaped. We hypothesized that expressive targets would produce more affective cues than less
expressive ones, but that this would vary depending on the valence of the content they discussed. Specifically, theories about social display rules suggested that *expressive targets would produce more visual affective cues, such as emotional facial expressions, when experiencing negative affect* (Hypothesis 2). By contrast, when discussing positive content, we predicted that all targets would produce high levels of positive visual cues, regardless of their levels of expressivity. However, in our prior work, target expressivity predicted higher levels of EA for both negative and positive affect, suggesting that expressive targets do provide more positive affective cues than less expressive targets, but that these cues may not be visual. Instead, given the importance of auditory and semantic information in predicting EA (Gesn & Ickes, 1999) we predicted that *expressive targets would produce more auditory and semantic affective cues, such as emotional language, when experiencing positive affect* (Hypothesis 3).

*Target expressivity predicting EA through affective cues*

Finally, we examined the sources through which target expressivity would predict EA depending on informational conditions and valence. In general, we expected expressive targets’ affective readability to be mediated by their increased production of affective cues, but only under conditions in which they produce increased amounts of such cues. Specifically, we hypothesized that target expressivity would predict EA overall, but that this would be qualified by an interaction of expressivity and valence. That is, if expressive targets produced more visual affect cues only when discussing negative content, *expressivity would predict EA in the visual only condition for negative, but not positive videos*. Similarly if expressive targets produce more auditory or verbal affect cues for
positive content, then *expressivity would predict EA in the auditory only condition for positive, but not negative videos* (hypothesis 4). Finally, we predicted that the effects on expressivity in each of these conditions would be driven by the cues that targets produced, and that *target expressivity would predict EA because of expressive targets’ production of negative visual and positive auditory affect cues* (hypothesis 5).

**METHODS**

The current study was comprised of two phases. In the first, we assembled a library of stimulus videotapes. For phase 1 – described in greater detail in Zaki et al. (2008) – targets (N = 14, 7 female, mean age = 26.5) participated in exchange for monetary compensation and signed informed consent as per the regulations of the Columbia University Institutional Review Board. Targets first completed the 16-item Berkeley Expressivity Questionnaire (or BEQ; see J. Gross, 2000), a standard measure of emotional expressivity with high reliability and validity (J. Gross & John, 1997). After completing this questionnaire, targets were videotaped while discussing four positive and four negative emotional events from their lives. Within 30 minutes after they had discussed these events, targets watched the videotapes that had been made of them, and continuously rated how positive or negative they had felt while speaking, using a sliding Likert scale (on which 1 = “very negative” and 9 = “very positive”). This scale was similar to the affect rating “dial” used by Levenson and Ruef (1992), and allowed targets to update their affect ratings at any point during the video by moving an indicator along the scale. After rating each video, targets made summary judgments on a 9-point scale of how positive or negative and how aroused they had felt while speaking.
Stimuli: Two targets did not consent to the use of their videotapes as stimuli, and one target showed inadequate variability in their affect ratings for meaningful analysis of EA. Of the remaining 88 videos collected from 11 targets, 40 were chosen to balance the number of negative and positive videos and the number of videos with male and female targets. Videos were also chosen such that both positive and negative clips, while differing in the overall valence, did not differ in their summary arousal ratings.

Phase 2 Protocol: Perceivers (N = 95) gave informed consent to participate in the next phase of the experiment in exchange for either payment or course credit. Perceivers completed the Balanced Emotional Empathy Scale (BEES), a standard measure of emotional empathy that assessed responders’ tendency to share the affect of others with high reliability and validity (Mehrabian, 1972). Perceivers were then randomized into one of three conditions in this between subjects design. All three conditions involved watching a series of 20 target videos. A pseudorandomized Latin square design ensured that perceivers saw an equal number of positive and negative videos, and that each video was viewed by an approximately equal number of perceivers. While watching these videos, perceivers used the same sliding Likert scale that targets had used to continuously rate how positive or negative they thought targets felt at each moment.

The groups into which perceivers were randomized differed only in the informational channels they had access to while judging target emotions. In the sound only condition, perceivers could hear, but not see, targets while inferring their emotions. In the visual only condition, perceivers could see, but not hear, targets. The visual and sound condition utilized data from perceivers in our previous study (Zaki et al., 2008), who could both see and hear targets. Due to equipment failure, data from one participant in the...
sound only condition and one participant in the visual only condition were unusable, leaving a total of 93 perceivers for subsequent analyses (30 in the visual only condition, 30 in the sound only condition, and 33 in the visual and sound condition).

**Analysis of EA:** Data reduction and time-series correlations were performed using Matlab 7.1 (Mathworks, Sherborn, MA, USA). Affect-rating data were averaged across 5-second periods and each 5-second mean served as one point in subsequent time-series analyses. Data from each clip were transformed using the Cochrane-Orcutt method to remove first order autocorrelation (Ostrom, 1990). Perceivers’ ratings of target affect were then correlated with targets’ own affect ratings. The resulting coefficients are referred to as *accuracy* for that perceiver/clip combination. This resulted in an accuracy score for each of 20 videos watched by each of the 93 perceivers (for a total of 1860 correlation-based accuracy scores). All correlation coefficients were $r$ to $Z$ transformed to be normally distributed for resulting analyses (transformed values of EA are used in all figures except Figure 2).

**Target behavior:** As we were interested in targets’ specific use of affective language and non-verbal cues, these behaviors were independently coded. The Linguistic Inquiry and Word Count program, developed by James Pennebaker and colleagues (LIWC, see Pennebaker, Francis, & Booth, 2001), was used to analyze the content of transcripts of target speech in each target video. The LIWC program extracts information about the proportion of words from various categories (for example, words describing places) present in a given speech transcript. Of particular interest to us was the amount of affective language targets employed. Given that many types of emotional language are separately coded by the LIWC, we factor analyzed results from the LIWC output using a
Varimax procedure, requiring each resulting factor to have an eigenvalue of at least 1. The results produced eleven factors, one of which was highly correlated with many affective language categories, including both positive and negative emotion words. We hereby refer to this factor as “affective language” (for loadings of this factor along various emotional language dimensions, see Table 1).

In order to code non-verbal affective behavior, we used the Global Behavioral Coding system developed by Gross and Levenson (1993). This coding system uses rules developed by Ekman & Friesen (1975/2003) to assess facial signs of various emotions. For the current data, we analyzed displays of sadness, anger, disgust, fear, and happiness, on a 0-6 scale. In addition, we coded the overall valence and intensity of any emotions they displayed. The intensity measurement was of special interest to us, as it is theoretically unrelated to the valence of their emotional expression, and provided a simple, global measure of the strength of targets’ non-verbal emotional displays. Two independent coders trained in the use of this system and blind to the hypotheses of the study rated silent versions of each video for each of these categories, producing reliable ratings (mean Cronbach’s alpha: .81; for category specific alphas, see Table 2).

Modeling sources of accuracy: Empathic accuracy was modeled as a function of our predictors using a mixed linear model in SAS 9.1 (SAS Institute, 2002). The data reported here are multilevel: the timecourse correlation EA scores for perceiver/clip combinations (total N = 1860) were nested within perceivers (N = 93), and within scores for that clip across all the perceivers who viewed it. Furthermore, clips (N = 40) were nested within targets (N = 11). A diagram of this data structure can be found in Figure 1. This structure is ideal for studying interpersonal phenomena like EA, in that data can be
modeled at the level is most appropriate for a given analysis. For each analysis described below, we have specified the level at which results were examined, as either the “clip/perceiver pair level” the “clip level,” the “perceiver level,” or the “target level.”

The number of truly independent predictors varied for each level of analysis described here, and we adjusted our degrees of freedom accordingly. When sample sizes are not large, some statisticians advocate using a t-distribution and using some approximation of degrees of freedom that takes into account the number of parameters estimated and the nonindependence of the observations. A conservative approach toward choosing appropriate degrees of freedom is to base them on the numbers of subjects rather than the number of subjects times the number of repeated measurements. We used this approach, and constrained the degrees of freedom to the number appropriate given the N at the level at which each analysis was performed. For example, when analyzing the effects of our between-subjects manipulation of informational channels, the data from each of our 93 perceivers are non-independent, and we constrained the degrees of freedom for such tests accordingly. Regardless of the level at which results are examined, targets and perceivers were treated as random effects. This approach allows us to parse variance in EA as a function of targets, perceivers, and unique interactions between them (Figure 1).

RESULTS

*Contributions of visual, auditory, and semantic information to EA (Hypothesis 1)*
First, we tested the contribution of auditory and visual information to EA, under the prediction that auditory information alone would produce greater EA than visual information alone. As this was a test of our between-perceiver manipulation, these analyses were performed at the perceiver level. Results of this analysis are presented in Figure 2. When both auditory and visual channels were available to them, perceivers were moderately accurate about target affect (average r = .47). Perceivers were less accurate when only utilizing auditory information (average r for sound only = .31), and even less accurate when using only visual information (average r for visual only = .21). Accuracy in all conditions was significantly above chance (all ps < .001), suggesting that any type of information is useful when inferring affect from targets. Some channels were more useful than others, however. The main effect of channel was highly significant ($F(2,91) = 92.15$, $p < .001$), as were contrasts of visual and sound vs. sound only ($F(1,92) = 38.96$, $p < .001$), and of sound only vs. visual only ($F(1,92) = 21.02$, $p < .001$). This pattern of decreasing accuracy from visual and sound to sound only to visual only matches the results obtained by Hall and Schmidt Mast (2007), and by Gesn and Ickes (1999).

**INSERT FIGURE 2 ABOUT HERE**

*Target expressivity and production of affective cues (Hypotheses 2 and 3)*

Our second set of predictions centered on targets’ production of visual and verbal affective cues as a function of those targets individual levels of self reported expressivity. We predicted that expressive targets would produce more intense visual affect cues than less expressive targets only when discussing negative content (hypothesis 2), and would produce more non-visual cues, such as affective language, when discussing positive content (hypothesis 3). These analyses were conducted at the target level. We first
entered both valence and target expressivity into a single model as predictors of targets’
production of affective cues, and found a significant interaction between these factors in
predicting both verbal \((F(2,9) = 9.14, p < .001)\) and visual \((F(2,9) = 10.29, p < .001)\)
affective cues. To further explore the sources of these interactions, expressivity was
modeled as a predictor of target behavior separately for positive and negative clips.

*Non-verbal affective cues:* On average, independent observers rated our targets as
displaying moderate affective intensity through their facial expressions and other non-verbal cues \((M = 2.43\) on a scale of 0-6). Consistent with theories about social display
rules, targets demonstrated more intense nonverbal cues overall when discussing positive
experiences than when discussing negative experiences \((M_{pos} = 2.75, M_{neg} = 2.11, t(9) =
4.18, p < .005)\). Additionally, while targets discussed negative experiences, expressivity
was a strong predictor of their non-verbal affective intensity \((r = .57, p < .001)\), but this
relationship was not apparent when targets talked about positive experiences \((r = .01, p >
.5; \text{see Figure 3a})\). This pattern is consistent with the predictions that, while people
generally inhibit negative as compared to positive non-verbal expressions, expressive
targets display more visual intense non-verbal affect while discussing negative events
*(hypothesis 2)*.

*Affective language usage:* Average usage of affective language, as determined by
the unit average of all individual linguistic categories loading significantly on the affective
language factor produced by the LIWC analysis, constituted 2.29% of all speech. Results
of factor scores in subsequent analyses are centered at zero. Target expressivity was a
significant predictor of affective language \((\text{mean } r(9) = .26, t = 12.45, p < .001)\). However,
this effect was moderated by an interaction of expressivity and valence in predicting
affective language usage. Overall, targets used more affective language while discussing negative than while discussing positive experiences ($M_{\text{pos}} = -0.11$, $M_{\text{neg}} = 0.06$; $t(9) = 3.82$, $p < .01$). However, while discussing positive experiences, expressivity was a strong predictor of affective language usage, whereas it was only a marginal predictor of affective language when discussing negative experiences (positive: mean $r(9) = 0.53$, $p < .001$; negative: mean $r(9) = 0.05$, $p = .08$; see Figure 3b). These results suggest that discussing negative experiences produces a relatively high amount of affective language regardless of a target’s expressivity, whereas for positive experiences, the amount of affective language used by targets is dependent on individual differences in expressivity, consistent with hypothesis 3.

Target expressivity predicting EA through affective cues (Hypotheses 4 and 5)

We were also interested in the effect of target expressivity on EA under different conditions and different affective valence. Specifically, we predicted that target expressivity would predict EA most when perceivers had access to the informational channel that differentiated high and low expressivity targets: in the visual only condition for negative videos, and auditory only condition for positive videos (hypothesis 4). Our results were consistent with this prediction. Including target expressivity, valence, and informational channel into a single model as predictors of EA resulted in a significant three way interaction between these factors ($F(1,9) = 11.39$, $p < .001$). To further explore the sources of this interaction, we examined patterns of result for each informational condition separately. When perceivers had access to both informational channels, target expressivity
predicted EA when videos were positive ($b(9) = .30, p < .01$) and marginally predicted EA when videos were negative ($b(9) = .17, p < .07$). The interaction between valence and expressivity was not significant ($b(9) = .04, p > .7$). When perceivers had access to only visual information, target expressivity predicted EA for negative videos ($b(9) = .16, p < .01$), but not for positive videos ($b(9) = .02, p > .80$), and the interaction between valence and expressivity was significant ($b(9) = .20, p > .005$, see Figure 4a), consistent with similar findings by Gross et al. (2000). When perceivers had access to only auditory information, this effect was reversed: target expressivity marginally predicted EA for positive ($b(9) = .16, p < .07$), but not for negative videos ($b(9) = .04, p > .40$), and the interaction between expressivity and valence was marginally significant ($b(9) = .11, p < .07$, see Figure 4b).

Mediation Analyses: The data presented above suggest that expressive targets indeed produce more verbal positive cues and more non-verbal negative cues than less expressive targets. Furthermore, expressive targets produced higher levels of EA than non-expressive targets when discussing positive experiences in the sound only condition, and when discussing negative experiences in the visual only condition. Is the effect of expressivity on EA explained by expressive targets’ increased usage of verbal and non-verbal cues? We predicted that expressive targets would become more affectively “readable” in certain informational conditions, and when discussing content of specific affective valence, through their use of specific affect cues (hypothesis 5). To test this, we performed two mediation analyses.

First, we tested whether the effect of expressivity on EA in the sound only, positive affect condition was mediated by affective language usage. Consistent with the emerging
model, expressivity predicted affective language usage, and affective language usage predicted sound-only EA when controlling for expressivity \( (b(9) = .14, \ p < .05) \). Furthermore, controlling for affective language usage eliminated the effect of expressivity on EA \( (b(9) = .05, \ p > .3; \ Sobel \ Z = 2.27, \ p < .05 \ see \ Figure \ 5a) \), suggesting that expressivity predicts EA for positive affect because expressive targets use more positive affective language than non-expressive targets.

Second, we tested whether the effect of expressivity on EA in the visual only, negative affect condition was mediated by the intensity of targets’ non-verbal affective behavior. In this condition expressivity was a strong predictor of non-verbal affective intensity \( (b = 1.00, \ p < .001) \), and when controlling for expressivity, non-verbal intensity remained a significant predictor of EA \( (b = .24, \ p < .01) \). Furthermore, controlling for non-verbal intensity eliminated the effect of expressivity on EA \( (b = - .02, \ p > .7; \ Sobel \ Z = 3.32, \ p < .001 \ see \ Figure \ 5b) \), suggesting that when expressive targets discuss negative experiences, they produce higher levels of EA than non-expressive targets because they produce more non-verbal affective cues.

Other predictors of EA: Finally, though they were not part of our hypotheses, we also tested the effect of overall valence and perceivers’ self reported empathy affect sharing on EA, as these factors have been theorized to contribute to interpersonal accuracy. As these analyses compared perceivers across our conditions, they were performed at the perceiver level. Overall, valence had no overall effect on EA \( (F(1,92) = .23, \ p > .6) \) and did not interact with channel \( (F(2,91) = 2.15, \ p > .1) \). Similarly, and consistent with previous findings (i.e. Ickes et al. 1990, Levenson & Ruef 1992), there was no overall effect of perceiver self-reported affect sharing (as indicated by the BEES) on EA \( (r = -.04, \)
Furthermore, perceiver self-reported empathy did not have any effect on EA in any of the individual informational conditions or for positive or negative clips (all $p > .2$).

DISCUSSION

The current study sought to expand on previous work on the kinds of information that supports accurate inferences about another’s emotions. By utilizing a modified empathic accuracy paradigm, we were able to assess the types of affective cues targets give off, and the types of information perceivers use to infer emotions displayed much more naturally. By using several targets at varying levels of emotional expressivity, we were able to examine how dispositional differences impact targets’ use of these cues. Finally, by examining EA both as a function of informational condition and specific target behaviors, we could begin to paint a picture of how targets’ individual differences translate into EA through differences in specific kinds of expressive behavior.

Contributions of visual, auditory, and semantic information to EA

What types of information support EA? We used a quantitative, correlational measure of EA to assess the informational sources of accuracy. Since EA in this study was operationalized as the correlation between perceiver ratings of target affect and targets’ rating of their own affect over time, this measure was not biased towards making EA dependent on either verbal or visual information. Nonetheless, we reproduced the patterns reported by both Gesn & Ickes (1999) and Hall & Schmid Mast (2007): having access to both channels produced the highest level of EA, verbal information alone produced higher
EA than visual information alone, and all conditions produced EA that was significantly above chance. These effects did not vary by valence, and were unaffected by perceiver empathy, reproducing previous failures to find that empathy to predict EA (Ickes et al., 1990, Levenson & Ruef, 1992, Zaki et al., in 2008). Our data therefore support and build on prior work by demonstrating that even when using non-verbal measures of EA, auditory information alone is more effective in producing EA than is visual information only.

One important question is whether EA for auditory information is driven by verbal cues, such as the affective language targets use, or non-verbal auditory information such as prosody. Though our later analyses and the two previous studies on informational channel and EA (Gesn & Ickes, 1999; Hall & Shmid-Mast, 2007) suggest that verbal information is the main source of EA in the auditory channel, this could be because our targets most likely produced verbal content and prosody that were matched in valence, and therefore provided redundant information. There are other situations in which prosody could provide extra information critical to affect inference, for example when prosody and verbal content provide conflicting information. For example, an otherwise positive statement may seem neutral or even negative depending on the valence with which a target delivers it, and conflicts between content and prosody can affect the neural processing of target speech (Decety & Chaminade, 2003). Furthermore, positive and negative prosody for otherwise neutral statements can alter perceivers’ moods accordingly (Neumann & Strack, 2000), providing a non-verbal, auditory source of emotional contagion. Sources of accuracy when informational channels provide non-congruent information should be explored in further research.
Target expressivity and production of affective cues

What types of expressive cues do targets produce, and how do these cues vary as a function of targets’ individual differences emotional expressivity? We hypothesized that, following social display rules, targets would be motivated to produce positive, and inhibit negative, nonverbal cues. Consistent with this idea, overall, targets did produce more positive than negative non-verbal behavior. This is consistent with self report and behavioral data demonstrating that people display more positive than negative emotions through facial expressions and other visual cues (J. J. Gross & John, 1995) and that this effect is strengthened when they are being observed by others: people in public settings both smile more (Kraut & Johnston, 1979; Ruiz-Belda, Fernandez-Dols, Carrera, & Barchard, 2003) and frown less (Jakobs et al., 2001) than people in private.

We also predicted that while expressive targets would produce more affective cues than their non-expressive counterparts, the type of cues they produce would vary as a function of valence. Specifically, because expressive individuals may adhere less to social display rules than non-expressive ones, we believed that they would produce more negative visual affect cues. Consistent with this, when discussing negative – but not positive – content, target expressivity predicted the amount of non-verbal affective cues targets produced. However, as previous research had shown that expressive targets produce higher levels of EA for positive affect as well, we reasoned that they may produce more non-visual affect cues when discussing positive content. Consistent with this idea, when discussing positive – but not negative – content, expressivity targets predicted targets’ affective language usage.
Target expressivity predicting EA through affective cues

How do the cues targets produce relate to EA? We hypothesized that EA, overall, would be higher for highly expressive targets, but that the conditions in which this effect was strongest would track with the behavioral differences shown by expressive and non-expressive targets. Consistent with this notion, expressivity predicted EA when targets visually expressed negative affect, or when they verbally expressed positive affect. Furthermore, the effects of expressivity on EA in each of these conditions were mediated by expressive targets’ use of specific non-verbal and verbal affect cues. These results support the intriguing hypothesis that while emotionally expressive people use more affectively laden language, and also present more non-verbal cues such as facial expressions (J. Gross & John, 1997) than non-expressive targets, these behaviors and their interpersonal consequences may depend on the affective valence targets are experiencing.

Expressive targets in this sample produced more negative non-verbal affective cues than less expressive targets. Based on social display rules and their consequences, displaying negative affect could be seen as socially and personally maladaptive. However, using EA, we were able to demonstrate a possible social benefit to such displays. Since negative facial expressions tend to be avoided in social situations, they may carry particular salience for perceivers when they do occur, enabling them to make accurate judgments about targets’ affect, and act accordingly, for example, by providing social support to targets. Furthermore, in cases when it is appropriate to experience negative emotions, failing to display such cues can disrupt social interactions, causing interaction partners to feel less rapport with targets and provoking anxiety (Butler et al., 2003).
In the domain of positive affect, however, facial expressions may not be as diagnostic. People commonly smile in social situations, even during ostensibly negative ones such as watching sad films in the company of others (Jakobs et al., 2001). Furthermore, smiling in many situations is uncorrelated with positive affect, especially when individuals are under social pressure to be positive (as, for example, when in the company of high authority figures, see Hecht & LaFrance, 1998). As such, more common positive facial expressions may be less diagnostic of internal states. Our data suggests that when discussing positive experiences, expressive individuals instead use more affective language, which in turn makes their emotions clearer to others.

Taken together, these results speak to a remarkable calibration between the cues expressive targets display and the types of information perceivers utilize. Without instructions (and most likely without knowing they are doing so), expressive individuals not only produce more affective cues than less expressive targets, but also seem to spontaneously produce to the type of emotional cue (verbal or visual) most effective for communicating affect of the valence they are experiencing. These cues in turn help to facilitate EA. This is especially interesting in that it allows us to frame individual differences in emotional expression in light of their impact on EA.

Limitations

While these data clarify and expand on previous knowledge about the informational bases of EA, it is important to note that the methodology used here in some ways limits the inferences that can be drawn from our findings. We used a continuous, single-axis (from negative to positive) rating of affect, made by both targets and perceivers, and a time-
course correlation between target and perceiver ratings as a measure of EA. This follows the method used by Levenson and Ruef (1992), but importantly does not tap perceivers’ ability to infer specific thoughts and feelings experienced by targets. As such, we cannot conclude that the effects of informational channel and expressivity found here would hold for perceivers trying to infer the specific content of targets’ experience, as opposed to its valence and intensity. Continuous measures like the ones used in the current study and other measures employing a verbal measure of EA complement each other by assessing the effects of situational context and individual difference on EA for both affect fluctuations over time and the specific content of target emotional and mental states.

**Future Directions**

The present study suggests several possibilities for clinical and intervention studies of EA as well as testable hypotheses about manipulations that could improve EA generally. There are two main avenues for such studies, involving sources of EA related to targets and perceivers. With respect to targets, understanding the specific channels through which targets can produce clear affect cues could inform interventions to allow perceivers to communicate their affect more clearly. For example, future studies could manipulate targets’ self-presentation goals, instructing them to display their affect specifically through verbal or visual channels. Instructing targets about the types of cues that produce the greatest EA for positive and negative emotions could allow targets to intentionally produce the clearest affective cues possible. Similar practices could be utilized in psychosocial interventions for schizophrenia and depression. Both of these illnesses are associated with...
impoverished emotional expressivity (Brune et al., 2008; Gaebel & Wolwer, 2004), which may worsen the ability of others to accurately understand what patients are experiencing.

With respect to perceivers, experimental studies could focus on orienting perceivers to attend to one modality or another when inferring target affect of different valences. The current data suggest that EA could be improved by teaching perceivers to flexibly orient their attention to cues of different modalities depending on the valence of a target’s affect. Such findings could inform clinical work in disorders such as autism spectrum disorder (Ponnet, Buysse, Roeyers, & De Clercq, 2007; Roeyers, Buysse, Ponnet, & Pichal, 2001) and schizophrenia (Allen, Strauss, Donohue, & van Kammen, 2007; Mueser et al., 1996), which are characterized by failures in social cognition and emotion perception (cf. Couture, Penn, & Roberts, 2006).

Interestingly, more recent studies suggest that social cognitive deficits in autism are not uniform, and that it is important to map the contextual domains in which they are most severe. For example, a recent study found that autistic individuals demonstrated worse EA than controls, but when they watched a highly structured social interaction (in which strangers interviewed each other instead of having a more naturalistic conversation), their performance improved to almost the level of controls (Ponnet et al., 2007). Presumably, structured social interactions in which targets are answering direct questions about their preferences and history produce clearer verbal cues to their internal states. Examining the particular informational bases that allow otherwise impaired perceivers to improve their EA could be critical to improving social relationships in these populations.

Conclusion
Understanding the emotions of others is a critical social ability, and target individual differences predict how effectively targets can communicate their emotions to perceivers. However, surprisingly little work has explored the specific types of information that forms the basis of accurate interpersonal understanding. The current study provides new insights into this topic by confirming that auditory information is a primary source of EA and further demonstrating that individual differences in target expressivity affect EA through varying informational channels, depending on the valence of the emotion being discussed. Overall, these data serve to broaden the study of specific sources of EA, and suggest both basic and clinical directions for future work.
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TABLE and FIGURE CAPTIONS

Table 1: The linguistic factor loadings for “affective language usage.” The column represents correlations between this factor and the usage of individual linguistic categories by targets. Only correlations larger than .3 are shown.

Table 2: Reliability ratings based on two independent coder’s assessment of target non-verbal emotional behavior in each video.

Figure 1: The multilevel structure of the current dataset. Each target made multiple clips, which were then viewed by multiple perceivers. Components of accuracy can be modeled at the level of the perceiver, target, clip, or the unique pairings of clips and perceivers (the “interaction”).

Figure 2: Mean empathic accuracy (EA; represented by r scores) by condition. VS = Visual and Sound; VO = Visual only; SO = Sound only.

Figure 3: A) Non-verbal affective intensity (scored by independent raters using the global behavioral coding system), predicted by valence and expressivity. Intensity is presented for positive and negative valence, at low (-1 SD), mean, and high (+1 SD) levels of target expressivity B) The usage of affective language predicted by valence and expressivity. Affective language usage is presented for positive and negative valence, at low (-1 SD), mean, and high (+1 SD) levels of target expressivity.

Figure 4: Empathic accuracy (EA) predicted by condition, valence, and expressivity. EA is presented for visual only and sound only conditions, and both positive or negative valence. Data are plotted at low (-1 SD), mean, and high (+1 SD) levels of target expressivity.

Figure 5: Expressivity predicting empathic accuracy through targets’ verbal and non-verbal affect cues. For both graphs, expressivity is presented on the left, and empathic accuracy (EA) in the relevant (labeled) condition is presented at the right. The relevant verbal (affective language usage) or non-verbal (global behavior coding system “non-verbal affective intensity”) affective cues provided by targets are used as mediators. Red text indicates the coefficient of the main effect when controlling for the mediator. † = p < .1; * = p < .05; ** = p < .01; *** = p < .001
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>r-score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>we</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>self</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>you</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>other</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>negate</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>assent</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>affect</td>
<td>0.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>posemo</td>
<td>0.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>posfeel</td>
<td>0.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>optim</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>negemo</td>
<td>0.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>anx</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>anger</td>
<td>0.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sad</td>
<td>0.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cogmech</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cause</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>insight</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>discrep</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tentat</td>
<td>0.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>certain</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>senses</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>see</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hear</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>feel</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>social</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>comm</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>othref</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Category</td>
<td>Cronbach's Alpha</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------</td>
<td>------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anger</td>
<td>0.7817</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Happiness</td>
<td>0.9395</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sadness</td>
<td>0.6988</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disgust</td>
<td>0.6735</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fear</td>
<td>0.8574</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Valence</td>
<td>0.8866</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intensity</td>
<td>0.8268</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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A. Negative, Visual Only

B. Positive, Sound Only